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His voice was still hard, and there was no look in his eyes which suggested
_____________ or pity.
1.

(yield)yielding

We enjoyed _____________ around this big market which in itself was like
a trip to another land.
2.

(wander)
wandering

She considered _____________ the iron fence and trying to gain entrance
to the dwelling.
3.

(climb)
climbing

We were passing at the time a large building, and I could not avoid
_____________ in wonder at its strange columns.
4.

(look up)looking up

He considered _____________ and _____________ his opponents to the
end.
5.

(stay) (fight)
staying fighting

What a night I spent _____________ myself what I should do about you,
and what would become of you if I should get out of work.
6.

(ask)
asking

He got their names so he could report _____________ them if he did get
away.
7.

(regard)
regarding

Then he stepped outside, stooping to avoid _____________ his head.8.
(strike)

striking

If you won't mind _____________ him about it, I know-I am quite, quite
sure-he will do anything in his power for you.
9.

(tell)
telling

They roar with laughter, and enjoy _____________ their fellow punished.10.
(see)

seeing

Just let him keep on _____________ for this to happen.11. (wait)waiting

It is a clever idea to avoid _____________ a natural point of support.12.
(lose)

losing

We continue to judge about beauty, but we give up _____________ for it.13.
(look)

looking
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I could scarcely resist _____________ him how I'd enjoy _____________
with a man like him.
14.

(tell) (travel)
telling traveling

He wouldn't mind _____________ him from the consequences of his own
folly if he could.
15.

(save)
saving

To find somebody, for instance, who knew all about him and would enjoy
_____________ about him by the hour.
16.

(talk)talking

Avoid _____________, as it will give a bitter taste and spoil the dish.17.
(break)

breaking

To their astonishment, the girl shook her head and kept on
_____________.
18.

(walk)walking

It saves _____________ rights, but there were none then existing.19. (exist)existing

I might have been with him some hours sooner still, but I preferred to
spend them _____________ to know something about my man.
20.

(get)getting
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